
 

AUGI® Tips and Tricks: The Reunion Tour —
Autodesk® Revit® Style  
Donnia Tabor-Hanson – Cope Architecture 
   

AB3279  After many years of having a successful Autodesk University class on AUGI tips and tricks featuring 
AutoCAD® software, we are updating and bringing it back Autodesk Revit software style. Pulling from AUGI 
(Autodesk User Group International) forums, magazines, and other publications, this class will show how others are 
using Revit—expect to be amazed! This tips and tricks class will cover a wealth of topics. Find out about wall 
cleanups, other uses for rails, scheduling options, and pre-existing legends, and get some family counseling as well. 
AUGI users are some of the best in their fields, and they love to share their knowledge. If you have not already joined 
AUGI, find out how to get plugged into this incredible source of information. 

Learning	Objectives	
At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Explore various methods of using rails 

 Explore some family counseling 

 Use Filters in template setups 

 Create Elevations with depth 

 Discover how to connect with others for support 

 

 

About	the	Speaker 
Donnia currently works in Knoxville, Tennessee, with Cope Architecture, Inc. As the BIM Manager for the 
company, she uses her expertise from training in all three Revit® products to assist with collaboration 
with Cope and engineering firms. She has been using CAD for over 25 years with AutoCAD®, AutoCAD 
Architecture, and Autodesk® Revit. Her experience covers a variety of fields including architecture, 
atomic waste removal and containment, civil engineering, and log home design. She has taught college-
level courses and was the manager of an Autodesk Authorized Training Center. Donnia spent over 
fifteen years either on the Autodesk User Group International (AUGI®) Board of Directors or volunteering 
with AUGI. She has written for the AUGI WorldView® and AUGIWorld® magazines. She was the 
Autodesk University "Instructor of the Year" in 2000. She earned bachelor's and master's degrees in 
Technological and Adult Education from the University of Tennessee. 

donnia.tabor-hanson@augi.com 
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Tip	#1	–	Slanted	Wall	Caps	–	Using	a	Rail	
 

Walls are not always going to be flat on the top and wall sweeps 
cannot be slanted along a wall. A parapet cap type rail can be used. 
The easiest way to create a rail profile to match the parapet cap 
from a project is to edit the profile family. All the parameters are 
there. The dimensions are set from the project, assuming this wall is to match some in the 
current project already.  

Change the “Profile Usage” from “Wall Sweep” to “Railing.” Save the 
new profile out as a new name and load it into the project.  

 

Use a “Ramp” with material that has been assigned to “AIR” to draw a 1” wide ramp alongside 
the wall requiring the slanted parapet cap. Delete one of the rails created with the ramp. Edit the 
other to have the parapet profile. Move both the ramp and the rail into the wall to align the rail as 
needed. Edit the profile of the wall to be aligned with the bottom of the rail. 

(Images used with permission of Cope Architecture, Knoxville, Tennessee) 
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Tip	#2	–	Now	You	See	It	–	Now	You	Don’t	
 

There sometimes comes a case where building objects need to be turned off in all views. This is 
a good case for using a workset just for turning things off. 

 

Case in point for this type of workset would be the 
ramp made out of Air in Tip #1.  

It is a good idea to make others on the project aware 
of objects that have been placed in the “X-For 
Turning Off” workset. Keeping a list of these objects 
in a document alongside the Central project is a good 
place for this list. The list should include the ID 
number and a description of the object.  
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Tip	#3	–	Stepping	Down	With	a	Rail	on	
a	Wall	
 

When walls need to step down along the stairs 
the Rail for Wall Cap can be used again. 

There is a rail already there that parallels the 
stair because it was created along with the 
stair. Just “Copy to Clipboard” and then 
“Paste” using the “Align to Same Place” option.  

 

 

Change the rail to a type using the “Parapet Cap-
Precast as Rail” profile. Instead of moving the rail over 
where it would be outside of the stair the alternative is 
to use the instance parameter to offset it. 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit the profile of the wall to match the bottom of 
the new parapet rail. 

 

 

 

 

 

(Images used with permission of Cope Architecture, Knoxville, Tennessee) 
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Tip	#4	–	Automatic	Is	Not	Always	Best	
 

Baluster placement using Revit’s choice does not always 
agree with the Senior Partners. Sometimes it requires a 
little bit of creativity to get things done. Maybe it takes using 
a Generic Model instead of a Baluster. Just change the 
“Family Category” in the family editor. 

 

 

This project required three different baluster families for the 
above stair and railing.  

 

Use a Spot Slope to get the cut angle for the baluster.  
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Here all three types of baluster families can be 
seen as they were used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Images used with permission of Cope Architecture, Knoxville, Tennessee) 

 

Tip	#5	–	Utilize	New	Plan	Types	in	“The	Company”	Template	
 

There are new floor plan types in Revit and several have been 
set up in this template for a company we will call “The 
Company”.  

The typical floor plan work will be done in the “WORKING 
PLANS” views. The “Floor Plans” – such as “Level 1” will be for 
placing on sheets. All documentation should be placed on the 
views for sheets. This is where the “Dependent” views would 
be made as well.  
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To create a new level choose the “Level” command then the “Pick Line” option. 
Progress to the “Options bar” and set the “Offset” value. Next choose the “Plan 
View Types…” opening the dialogue box and select the plans to be created.. 
View templates are predefined for each Floor Plan type so it will be 
unnecessary to assign the view template when creating the plans using this 
method. 

Using the “Pick Lines” option with an “Offset” will keep the user from drawing the lines. Most 
users will draw the level line from left to right. This puts the level head on the left where the first 
pick was made. The default level lines have the level head on the right. Drawing from left to right 
would force all views crossing the level lines to show some to the left and some to the right 
causing them to be changed to one side in every view if the level heads are to be on the same 
side in the view. Should the model be sent to consultants for their use and they copy and 
monitor the levels they too will experience this problem.  
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Tip	#6	–	Working	Sections	that	Work!	
 

“The Company” template 
has preset section types 
that are called “Building 
Section,” “Wall Section,” 
“RCP Section,” and 
“Stair/Elevator Section.” 
There is also a section type 
called “WORKING” that is 
set to not show up unless 
you are in “Floor Plans 
(WORKING PLANS). This 
allows for creating 
temporary sections for 
previews. These sections 
can be deleted later if 
desired.  
Sections such as “Building” 
or “Wall” sections will show 
up in all the “Floor Plans” as before. 

Any sections created as an “RCP Section” should only show 
up in the RCP plans.  

 

 

If it does not show up at first it will be necessary to find it in the browser and open it. Use the 
pulls to make sure it is covering only what it should for an RCP section.
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Tip	#7	–	How	Do	You	Put	Out	the	Fire	Tape?	
 

There are many ways of doing fire tape for Life Safety Plans.  

Some use Detail Lines.  

 

 

Railing may also been used.  

 

 

Line based families are another way for taping. 

 

Some companies use embedded patterns in the core of the wall.  

 

 

Embedded details too can be added to line based families. 

 

 

 

 

At least one search of the web produced a wall tag version for fire tape. This instructor tried to 
find it again but could not. There have been some posts about repeating a details being used 
but the instructor was unable to find an example of that. 
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Tip	#8	–	Fire	is	RED!	
 

“The Company” has a template where the “LSP PLANS” are set up for using the fire tape rails to 
show them as RED line work. Here in the “Level 1 – WORKING” plan and the “Level 1” plan the 
line/rails are black but in the “Level 1 – LSP” plan they are red. With these being preset using 
filters there is no view setup to be done if the levels are simply set up properly. 
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The filter is set for catching only the Balusters and Handrails with a name that contains “Fire.” It 
is set up for the default view template for the LSP plans. 

 

Tip	#9	–	Forcing	a	Starting	View	
 

To open a project faster there should be a “Drafting View” set to do this. This can be 
preset in the template or current project. Under the “Manage” tab use the “Starting 
View” option and then open with the view of choice. 
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Tip	#10	–	Adding	Depth	to	Elevations	
 

Each of the four directional elevation views in “The Company” template has a “View Template” 
assigned to them related to the direction of the elevation. 

 South - SOUTH ELEVATION USING COMMENTS 
 North - NORTH ELEVATION USING COMMENTS 
 East - EAST ELEVATION USING COMMENTS 
 West - WEST ELEVATION USING COMMENTS 

The view templates have “Filters” assigned to them that will take the “”Lines” and “Patterns” of 
elements in “Projection/Surface” and apply a grey scale to them. 
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The “Filters” will look at the “Comments” parameter for those items that have that parameter. 
The “Comments” will need to be added to the elements in the view based on the depth of the 
element. The comments will have to be specific to the view using the first letter of the directional 
view. 

 South – S 
 North – N 
 East - E 
 West – W 

The next part of the comment is to be separated by a dash “-“ from the directional indicator. No 
spaces should be used between the letters and the dash. The depth would be assigned based 
on the letters A, B, C, and D. More can be added as necessary by creating additional filters. “A” 
would be assigned to the foremost elements, “B” to the next step back, and so on.   

Ex: In the South view the elements in the third step back would be assigned “S-C” in the 
Comments parameter. 

The “Filter Rules” look for the “Comments” that “contains” these letter combinations, and does 
not require an exact match. The reason for this is that some elements, such as an end wall, may 
show in North, South and East views. Should that be the case this end wall would have to have 
the comment section to have all view/depth combinations assigned.  

Ex: S-C, E-A, N-B 

Note: Formatting using a comma is not necessary but it does make it read better. 
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Not all elements have a “Comments” parameter so 
windowing in a selection set in a plan view may not present 
the “Comments” parameter in the “Type Properties” dialog 
box. 

 

 

“Curtain Wall Grids” can be filtered out and then the 
“Comments” parameter would show up on the remaining 
elements in this selection set. 

 

Even with a “Comments” parameter some elements will not 
react with the grey scale filters because they are not in the list 
of elements that can have a filter assigned to them. One 
example would be wall sweeps. They have the “Comments” 
parameter but they are not in a category that can be selected 
for a filter. 
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Wall sweeps contained in a wall family react along with the 
parent wall. Wall sweeps placed individually do not show up in 
the categories so they have to be selected individually in the view 
and have overrides assigned to them. 	

	

	

	

	

	

Tip	#11	–	To	Silhouette	or	Outline	–	That	is	the	Question!	
 

The “Silhouettes” option can be used to 
outline the model objects but it is not easy 
to control. It outlines based on one line 
weight also. 

 

 

 

 

 “The Company” has chosen to individually 
outline the model elements. In the template 
there are several “Line Styles” created to 
be used just in outlining of the various 
elevation depths. 
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The outlining of the exterior borders and other features of each step back of the elevations will 
be done using “Line Styles” set up just for these elevations. The “wide” version will be used for 
the border outline and the “med” version will be used for the features such as openings.  The 
Line Style name is coordinated to be applied to the depth.  

Ex: South elevation set for S-C would use “ELEV C – med” to outline windows, doors, roof, 
fascia, etc., and would use “ELEV C – wide” to outline the border of that depth. 

 

Roof that would span through several depths should not have any comments assigned. Use the 
line work to outline the roof. Windows can be outlined faster by creating a group of the lines and 
copying these around. Aligning the lines to the elements would assure that if the walls, windows, 
etc., get moved then the lines would continue to be attached and not have to be redone. 

Using these standards all elevations should have a similar look as below. 
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All line work will be done using “Detail Lines” 
from the Annotation tab. The option to pick a line 
to add the chosen line style can be found there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The “Linework” tool is not recommended for 
this type of work. It will place a line but if the 
end needs to be edited it has to be edited 
before doing anything else or the blue grips, as 
illustrated in this view, will not be available. 
Once the blue grip is gone that line cannot be 
selected or edited except to be turned back to 
“By Category” style. 

So, for consistency, this tool IS NOT TO BE 
USED for this work. 
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Tip	#12	–	Shopping	for	a	Door?	Check	the	Catalog!	
 

There are no doors loaded into “The Company” template so the first thing to do is to load the 
doors for the project. “The Company” has custom doors that are to be used whenever possible. 
It is a good practice to check with the BIM Manager to determine if any custom doors are 
needed for any project.  

 

After selecting the door type choose the door sizes for the project. Choose the frame width as 
well as the door size. The choices are 5.75” and 8.25” frame widths. Notice that the “Frame 
Type” has been programmed into the catalog to go along with the frame head height. Doors with 
“MA” in the type name would be used for masonry openings. The “Panel Material” has been 
listed in the catalog also.  
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Here are the door types and the frame types in the template.   
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The door panels are loaded into the company custom doors and can be changed in the instance 
parameters for each individual door.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The door schedule will fill out with the automatic properties. 
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Tip	#13	–	Steps	to	Creating	a	Catalog	
 

Start with a family that has no types defined. Open a family in the family editor and purge all 
“Types” from it. If there remains one that cannot be purged then follow these steps to remove it. 

 Load the family into a project. Close the family editor if it is still open.  
 Locate the family in the “Project Browser” under the family category.  
 Expand the family and select the remaining type.   
 Right-click and select “Delete” to remove it. 
 Right–click on the family in the browser and select “Edit” to open the family editor. 

Save the family with all types removed. Note all parameters for exact spelling and capitalization 
for the catalog. Start a file in Excel but save it by using the same exact name as the family but 
with the extension of “CSV (MS DOS) (.csv)” file which has “comma separated values.” Using 
the exact parameter names set up the headers. Formatting for the parameters headings can be 
found in the “Help” file under the “Create a Type Catalog” topic.   Always leave space “A1” 
empty.  Put the type name in the “A” column and the parameter values under each heading. 
This file can be edited at any time adding to the catalog for the family.  

 

Once the CSV file has been saved make a copy of it and just rename it with the extension of 
TXT. If the catalog needs to be updated edit the CSV file. Delete the TXT file after any editing 
has been done. Copy and rename the edited CSV file and change the extension to TXT again. 
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Tip	#14	–	Assigning	Head	and	Jamb	Detail	Numbers	
 

“The Company” uses a key schedule to assign the Head and Jamb detail number. There is a 
schedule key in the template called “DOOR Head-Jamb.” The wall type name in the key is 
assigned to the correct detail number and sheet for each head or jamb. This will have to be 
established per project but there are a few already setup in the template for illustration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These are text based and depend on 
coordinating the detail to the wall type then 
assigning the wall key to a door or group of 
doors. To assign the key to a door simply pick 
on a door or group of doors within the same wall 
type.  This parameter is listed under “Identity 
Data” for the door as “HEAD JAMB.” 
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The Sill details are not included here but are covered with callouts for threshold being covered 
in the Finish floor plan. Should they be needed they will have to be keyed in for individual doors 
as needed. It is a text field so the detail number and sheet can be typed into the cell of the 
schedule. 

 

A tip to track doors that have been keyed to the correct wall type is to use a color coded view. 
Duplicate a plan view just for this exercise. Highlight a wall and select all in the view then 
override the cut line color. Every door in that color wall should have the same Head-Jamb key 
assigned to them. After checking the door for the correct key just override the door cut color. 
Keeping this floor plan will allow double checking on what doors or walls with doors get added 
so Head-Jamb key assignments can then be made without error.  
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Tip	#15	–	Door	Schedules	by	Levels	
 

At “The Company” their original door schedule is already placed on a sheet. Adjustment to any 
column widths should also be made on that sheet. Once the widths are all set then the door 
schedule can be split to different door schedules by levels. By doing the width adjustments prior 
to splitting the door schedule it can be duplicated and then all the door schedules will have the 
same column widths.   

To start splitting the door schedule use the “Filter by:” and select “Level” followed by the 
“equals” option then choose the level for this schedule. 

 

Duplicate the door schedule as necessary for each level. Add the level name to the door 
schedule name by replacing the “Copy of” in the view title.  So the door schedule for the “FIRST 
FLOOR” level would be named “FIRST FLOOR DOOR AND FRAME SCHEDULE” within in the 
project. 
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Tip	#16	–	A	Puzzle	
 

Shown here is a sheet with drafting and detail views. There is one view off to the left side. This 
view does not print with the sheet. This view cannot be selected in its current condition. This 
view is ignored if there is a “ZA,” or zoom all, performed. Upon doing a “ZA” this view becomes 
partially hidden from view. If a “Reveal Hidden Elements” is performed nothing about this detail 
shows up as being revealed. 

The following puzzle is a challenge for the participants to become involved in a problem solving 
exercise designed to test a slice of your knowledge of Revit. 

Do not reveal the answer except to a person sitting beside you.  

A discussion will follow during class to exposing the solution to the challenge. There will be 
further discussion as to how this knowledge can be used to your benefit. 

 

The answer to this puzzle was submitted on www.augi.com by Heather Worrell. 

The tip, which will be shown in class, of how to use this puzzle as an option was submitted on 
www.augi.com by Corey Daun or CADastrophe. 
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Tip	#17	–	Get	Connected	with	the	Experts	
 

If you do not already have a membership you should be looking into the Autodesk User Group 
International, AUGI. Just go to www.augi.com to get started. They are introducing a tiered 
membership. If you already have the free membership it is being renamed to the Basic level 
membership. In addition to the Basic membership there will be a Premier membership level at 
$25 a year and a Professional membership for $75. There will be a discount during the 
introductory period. You can find out more about these memberships and what will be included 
on the website or else at the AUGI booth at Autodesk University. 

 

Some of the benefits of membership are listed across the top of the website below the AUGI 
banner.  
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AUGI has the Wishlist of all the products for Autodesk. Make a difference in upcoming versions 
of the software by putting your wishes on the website. Voting for wishes takes place all year 
long to get the highest ranked wishes into the hands of the programmers. 

There are a couple of publications AUGI has. AUGIWorld is the magazine for all users. Explore 
past issues online. Follow the HotNews for current events, articles on Tipniques, Surveys, and 
AUGI and Autodesk news. 

The Forums are broken down into categories based on different fields of expertise. They are 
further broken down into more specific areas such as Revit Architecture – General, Tips & 
Tricks, and Revit Architecture – Famlies. You don’t have to be a member to view these but you 
do have to be a member to post a question or an answer. 

 


